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This invention relates to grinding disks. More 
particularly, it has reference to grinding disks 
of a channeled and grooved type for use in pairs 
in attrition mills, such as disclosed in U. S. Pat 
ent 2,035,994 granted to me on March 23, 1926, 
and adapted, for example, in the reduction of 
wood pulp to the ?neness required for the manu 
facture of paper or cardboard therefrom. 
My present invention is directed in the main 

toward predetermining, through an improved ar 
rangement of the channeling and grooving in 
the opposing surfaces of, the disks, more even 
distribution and control in the ?ow of the pulp 
between them, and more uniformly progressive 
breaking down of the pulp than possible with 
grinding disks as heretofore constructed, for the 
attainment of a more homogeneously treated 
elivered product of the desired ?neness and in 

creased output from the mills. 
Other objects and attendant advantages will 

appear from the following detailed description of 
the attached drawings wherein: 

Fig. 1 is a fragmentary view in section of a 
pair of opposing grinding disks conveniently em 
bodying my invention shown in the positions 
which they occupy in the attenuating mill, said 
section being taken as indicated by the arrows 
l-—I respectively in Figs. 2 and 3. 

Fig. 2 is a fragmentary View showing the 
channeled and grooved grinding face of one of 
the disks. 

Fig. 3 is a View similar to Fig. 2, showing the 
channeled and grooved grinding face of opposing 
disk. 

Figs. 4 and 5 are enlarged fragmentary views 
corresponding to Fig. 1 showing in greater detail 
the construction within the con?nes of the brok 
en line rectangles 4 and 5 respectively in said 
Fig. l. ' 

Figs. 6, 7 and 8 are fragmentary views in sec 
tion taken as indicated respectively by the angled 
arrows VI—-VI, VII-VII and VlZlI--VIII in Fig. 
2, and drawn to a much larger scale. 
Throughout the drawings, two opposing grind 

ing disks are comprehensively designated [0 and 
Mia respectively, and in Fig. 1 they are shown in 
juxtaposition relation as they would be when 
positioned in attrition mills. It is to be under 
stood that to effect the grinding, one disk may be 
held stationary while the other is revolved about 
its axis, or the two may be‘ revolved simultane 
ously in opposite direction, or they may be ro 
tated in the same direction but at different speeds. 
As shown, Figs. 1 and 2, disk I0 is provided with 

a circular axial opening II and that its grind‘ 
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2 
ing face has a relatively wide inner annular area 
l2, an intermediate annular area [3 of substan 
tially the same width and a comparatively narrow 
marginal area or check ring Hi at its periphery. 
As further shown in Fig. 2, two concentric an 
nular channels l5 and I5 separate the areas l2, 
l3 and I 4. Extending through the innermost 
annular area [2 is a plurality of relatively wide 
circumferentially-spaced square bottomed radial 
channels H, and alternating with these chan 
nels are much narrower medially disposed round 
bottomed radial channels I8 which, together with 
the channels ll, set apart segmental surface 
areas it and 20. Disposed crosswise of each 
segmental area I 9 in parallel relation to the cor 
responding channel ll is a series of narrow round 
bottomed grooves 2i, and disposed crosswise of 
the immediately adjacent segmental area 29 in 
parallel relation to the radial channel [8 is a 
series of round bottomed grooves 22 of which 
the width is less than that of the radial channel 
i 8. Again referring to Fig. 2, round bottomed 
radial channels 25 and 26 are also provided in 
the intervening annular area l3 of the grinding 
surface of disk l0, these channels being equal 
in number to the radial channels I‘! and It in 
area l2 and in line with them. The radial 
channels 25 and 26 are all of the same width as 
the radial channels 18. The segmental portions 
21 and 28 set apart by the radial channels 25 and 
26 of area I3 and corresponding to the segmental 
portions l9 and 20 of area 12 are respectively 
provided with transverse grooves 29 and 30 which 
are somewhat narrower and of less depth than 
the grooves 2| and 22 of the area l2, and exceed 
the latter in number, but extend in the same 
directions. 
The marginal area or check ring M of the 

grinding face of disk In is provided, in turn, with 
circumferentially spaced crosswise grooves 3| of 
which the number is considerably less than the 
total of the grooves 29 and 30 of the intermediate 
annular area l3. As shown in Fig. 2, longitudinal 
axes A of the grooves are tangential to a circle 
C whereof the diameter is smaller than that of 
the disk, and from Fig. 8, that they taper in 
width and decrease in depth outwardly toward 
the periphery of the disk. 

It is to be particularly noted from Figs. 1 and 5 
that the depth of the innermost annular chan 
nel I5 is equal in depth to that of the cross 
grooves 2| and 22 of the annular area l0, and 
that said channel is flat bottomed, that the in 
ner circumferential edge portion 32 thereof is 
at right angles to the bottom, and that its cir 
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cumferential outer edge portion 33 is sloped on 
a bevel. It is also to be noted from Fig. 1 that 
the depth of the wide radial channels I‘! in 
crease gradually in depth from that of the 
grooves 2| and 22 at the innermost annular chan 
nel 15 toward the center of the disk. Attention 
is further directed to the fact that the depth of 
the outermost annular channel It is equal to 
that of the crosswise grooves 29 and 30 of the 
intermediate area 12, and that said channel is 
flat bottomed like the channel [5, has an inner 
circumferential edge portion 34 at right angles 
to the bottom, and an outer circumferential por 
tion 35 which is sloped at a bevel. Another im 
portant characteristic to be ‘observed is that the 
maximum depth of the grooves 3| in the mar 
ginal or check ring area I4 corresponds to the 
depth of the annular channel ‘I 5 with which they 
directly communicate. 
For convenience of machining disk It! may be 

made in two parts which, as shown in Figs. 1, 2 
and 5 are cross hatched in different directions. 
Companion disk ma, see Fig. 3, is an exact du» 

plicate of disk It except for the absence of a 
central opening. Accordingly, in order to ob 
viate the necessity for repetitive description, all 
corresponding characterizing features of disk Iiia 
are designated by the reference characters previ~ 
ously employed, however, with addition, in each 
instance, of the letter “a” for convenience of 
more ready distinction. 
When the disks l8 and 10a are positioned in 

the mill with their grinding faces opposed as in 
Figs. 1, 4 and 5, the grooves of the one will pass 
the grooves of the other in intersecting angular 
relation as said disks are differentially rotated, 
with the result that a grinding and shearing ac“ 
tion will take place between them. In the opera“ 
tion of the mill, the pulp is continuously fed 
under pressure into the central opening H of 
disk I0 and flows, by way of the radial channels 
ll, Ila and 18, [8a and cross grooves 2i, Zia 
and 22, 22a into the annular channel [5, 15a, 
then, by way of the radial channels 25, 25a and 
the cross grooves 29, 29a and 30, 30a, to the an 
nular ‘channels I6, 1611, wherefrom it will be even~ 
tually ejected through the cross grooves 3| and 
am of the check rings I3 and l3a at the pe 
ripheries of the disks. By reason of the described 
arrangement and proportioning of the chan 
nels and grooves, the ?owing pulp is evenly 
spread out radially between them and is uniform 
ly discharged at their peripheries after reduc 
tion of the ?bers, at a rate which is de?nitely 
controlled by reason of the variation in the 
widths of the radial channels and the cross 
grooves, the cross sectional shaping of the an 
nular channels, and the non-radial disposal and 
the described shaping of the grooves in the check 
rings. 
Having thus described my invention, I claim: 
1. A grinding disk for use in attrition mills 

having a grinding face with a relatively wide 
crosswise grooved inner annular area, a cross-, 
wise grooved intermediate annular area of sub 
stantially the same width, a crosswise grooved 
narrower marginal check ring area at the pe 
riphery, and concentric annular channels sep 
arating said areas, the longitudinal axes of the 
grooves in the marginal or check ring area being 
tangential to a concentric circle of which the 
diameter is smaller than the diameter of the 
disk. 

2. A grinding disk according to claim 1, where 
in the grooves in the marginal check ring area 
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4 
taper in width and decrease in depth outwardly 
from the outermost annular channel. 

3. A grinding disk according to claim 1, where 
in the crosswise grooves of the inner annular 
:area are all of the same width and depth; where 
in the crosswise grooves of the intermediate an 
nular area are likewise all of the same depth but 
narrower and shallower than those of said in 
ner area and greater innumber; and wherein 
the maximum depth of the groove in the mar 
ginal or check ring area is equal to the depth 
of the crosswise grooves in said intermediate 
area. 

4. Agrinding disk according to claim 1, where 
in the outer of the two annular channels is flat 
bottomed, the inner circumferential edge por~ 
tion of said channel is at right angles to the 
bottom, and the outer edge portion is sloped on 
a bevel. 

5. A grinding disk according to claim 1, where~ 
in the outer of the two annular channels is flat 
bottomed, the inner circumferential edge por— 
tion of said channel is at right angles to the bot 
tom, and the outer edge portion is sloped on a 
bevel; and wherein the innermost annular chan 
nel is cross sectionally con?gured like said outer 
most annular channel. 

6. A grinding disk according to claim 1, where 
in the crosswise grooves of the intermediate area 
exceed in number those of the inner area; and 
wherein the number of crosswise grooves of the 
marginal or check ring are less than the num 
ber of crosswise grooves of said intermediate 
area. 

7. A grinding disk for use in attrition mills 
having a grinding face with relatively wide inner 
and intermediate annular areas and a narrower 
marginal or check ring area at the periphery, 
concentric annular channels separating said 
areas, circumferentially spaced radial channels 
in the inner and intermediate annular areas, 
crosswise grooves in the segmental face por 
tions of the inner and intermediate areas set 
apart by the radial channels aforesaid, and cir 
cumferentially spaced grooves in the marginal 
or check ring area with their longitudinal axes 
tangential to a concentric circle smaller in di 
ameter than the diameter of the disk. 

8. A grinding disk according to claim '7, 
wherein the grooves in the marginal or check 
ring area taper in width and decrease in depth 
outwardly from the outermost annular channel. 

9. A grinding element according to claim 7, 
wherein alternate radial channels in the inner 
annular area are relatively wide, wherein the in— 
tervening radial channels of said area are nar 
rower, and wherein the radial channels in the 
intervening area are of substantially the same 
width as the narrow channels in the inner annu 
lar area. 

10. A grinding disk according to claim 7, 
wherein the crosswise grooves in the segmental 
portions of the inner annular area are all of the 
same width and depth and correspond in depth 
to that of the innermost annular channel; 
wherein the crosswise grooves of the intermedi 
ate annular area are likewise all of the same 
depth but narrower and shallower than those of 
the inner area and correspond in depth to that 
of the outermost annular channel; and wherein 
the maximum depth of the grooves in the mar 
ginal or check ring area is equal to the depth of 
the crosswise grooves in the segmental portions 
of said intermediate area and of said outermost 
annular channel. 
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11. A grinding disk according to claim 7, where 
in the crosswise grooves in the segmental por 
tions of the inner annular area are all of the 
same width and depth and correspond in depth 
to that of the innermost annular channel; where 
in the crosswise grooves of the intermediate an~ 
nular area are likewise all of the same depth but 
narrower and shallower that those of the inner 
area and correspond in depth to that of the 
outermost annular channel; wherein the maxi 
mum depth of the grooves in the marginal or 
check ring area is equal to the depth of the 
crosswise grooves in the segmental portions of 
said intermediate area and of said outermost 
annular channel; and wherein the wide radial 
channels of the intermediate area increase in 
depth gradually from that of the crosswise 
grooves of the segmental portions at the inner~ 
most annular channel toward the center of the 
disk. 

12. A grinding disk according to claim 7, 
wherein the outer of the two annular channels is 
flat bottomed, the inner circumferential edge 
portion of said channel is at right angles to the 
bottom, and the outer edge portion is sloped on a 
bevel. 
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13; A grinding disk according to claim '7, 

wherein the outer of the two annular channels is 
flat bottomed, the inner circumferential edge 
portion of said channel is at right angles to the 
bottom, and the outer edge portion is sloped on 
a bevel; and wherein the innermost annular 
channel is cross-sectionally con?gured like said 
outermost annular channel. 

14. A grinding disk according to claim 7, 
wherein the crosswise grooves of the intermedi 
ate area exceed in number those of the inner 
area; and wherein the number of crosswise 
grooves of the marginal or check ring area is less 
than the number of crosswise grooves of said 
intermediate area. 

DANIEL MANSON SUTHERLAND. 
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